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Silverbow has fallen.
by Conwall Yurtivic

The honored leader of the 
elves of the Great Forest 

to the west of the Kingdom of 
Narrdmyre has fallen during the 
age-long festival night.  Reports 
are sketchy at best as these rela-
tively new elves to the Princedom 
have been recluse.  It appears 
that Silverbow and a group of 
his men were attacked by several 
waves of Orc on their hunt.  It 
is not know to us just how many 
of Silverbow’s men were injured 
but the tragedy of this loss to the 

Great Forest elves will be felt by 
all in this region of the Northern 
Anadarrian Forest.
 Silverbow lead his people east 
into our lands while trying to out-
run the armies of the Storm Lord 
Kallak.  Along with the barbarian 
leader Bearskinner, he found a 
new home for his people and took 
up the fight against the Storm 
Lord while standing side by side 
with many of the great heroes 
of Novashan.  He will be missed 
and the fate of his people is still 
yet to follow.

Civil Unrest in the 
Tomarian Empire

by Gavin Talain of Bannor 
Nogath

The Tomarian empire seems 
to be in a state of near 

revolt as my associate who is a 
sailor who often makes his way to 
the empire for trade has recently 
reported. Apparently in the 
terrible state of the once grand 
empire, poverty and famine have 
driven the lower castes of this 
country to rioting. The Tomar-
ian military is either incapable 

or unwilling to stop the carnage. 
Apparently a voice among the 
common people with great charis-
ma is calling for revolt against the 
fat and decadent ruling class of 
Tomar. The man’s name is Stel-
lan Verenus, and his following is 
growing with each passing day. It 
is whispered that even Tomarian 
military officers are attending his 
rallies and can be seen cheering 
him on during his speeches. Only 
time will tell what this could mean 
for the future of Tomar.
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Our World
politics and current events

Goblins Attack Brenn
by Captain Darum Marcovia 
of the Brenn Town Guard

My men took heavy losses fighting a band of 
well organized goblins just a few days ago. I 

send out this warning to the people of Novashan: 
do not underestimate these goblins as they fight 
with skill and tactics unmatched by even many Orcs 
or Hobgoblins I have fought in my career. They 
had eyes that seemed to be glazed over like those 

of a blind man. The goblins retreat-
ed which is good for Brenn, as we 
were losing the battle against them. 
I still do not understand why they 
retreated, but several of the families 
here in Brenn have reported women 
and girls from their households that 
have mysteriously gone missing. If you get any word 
of the whereabouts of any of these girls, the Brenn 
Town Guard would be in your debt.

Theft At The Oasis
by Murdoc MacPherson

Four weeks ago at the Oasis bar in crossroads, a 
theft was reported to the guards. Two suspects 

were described by the victim, one Dracir Mulan of 

Brenn, as a female with brown eyes and “an impres-
sive bust,” dressed in sea faring apparel, and a male 
with a round face and blue eyes, dressed like a peas-
ant. If you have any information regarding these two, 
please report to the guards in crossroads.

Ducal estates in despair
by Unreal

Over the last few moons, the Duke of estates 
fortress has been abandoned and left for the 

trees to reclaim. It is no longer upkept by the Hearts-
men since they were kicked out. It has only been used 

once since and then was only for an hour before leav-
ing. This was a fine place to relax and practice new 
skills without getting in anyone’s way. We should allow 
the Heartsmen to reclaim the land and let it be built 
up to what it once was, or allow for some other troop 
to use the space while the others are away.

A Message to the People of Tarridear

I have served the House of Belthshazarr since the 
peace accords were struck between our peoples, 

and the lands surrounding our mountain homes were 
ceded by the Ylfshae to the humans of Nardmyr.  
I and my brother and sisters in honor have served 
faithfully and without reserve since that day, making 
Novashan and it’s people our extended families.  
All that stands in ruin because of the actions of those 
who would take advantage of my largesse and seek to 
undermine my rule in Tarridear, given into my care by 
the House of Belthshazarr all those years ago.  
A month ago, a human Knight, Sir Kyle Wroth-
schild, accused me of treating the humans who call my 
demesne home unfairly, of extorting from them unfair 
taxes, of trying to starve them, and of trying to seize 
their livelihoods.  Sir Kyle Worthschild is a liar.  
Many humans do not know the depth of the bonds 
that dwarves feel toward their families; a dwarf 
would sooner die than leave his kinsmen to suffer 
while there was aught he could do about it.  When I 
pledged my oath of fealty to the Crown, I pledged 
to treat the humans in my care as I would any dwar-

ven clansman.  For years, I have done so in good 
faith, and seen that faith returned.  
Now I see accusations of greed, unfair treatment, 
and other lies printed in the Quill to malign my 
honor and that of my clan. I see these accusations 
leveled by people who have not paid their rightful 
taxes, who hide behind the “protection” of a liar 
Knight who encourages my people, my adopted 
human kinsmen to their laziness and drives them to 
withhold the taxes due their liege lord.  
To Sir Kyle and those whom have heeded his 
words, I promise this, on the honor of my clan:  I will 
restore order to my lands, and bring all of my way-
ward kinsmen back to the fold.  I will have the taxes 
rightfully owed me, and thence the Crown, and I will 
see any incipient rebellion crushed.  There is no 
place in Tarridear for lazy miscreants who would 
spread lies about their own kin.  There is no place 
in Tarridear for traitors or honorless knights.    

- Lord Thordrun Ebeilin, 
Baron of Tarridear, 

Servent to the Crown 
and Protector of the People
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Tales of the People
writings for the people and by the people

Horrific Zombie Plague in Pelain
by Tom McFadden of Crossroads

My wife escaped with her life when she went 
to visit her father’s family in Pelain this past 

week. She had taken our son Wesley with her 
and the visit was going just fine until a pair of sick 
strangers came into the town just after dusk. When 
confronted by the watch the strangers viciously 
attacked the guards! And rather then dying from 
their wounds, men who were apparently slain be-
came feral and possessed by a blood lust that 

could be seen in their bloodshot eyes. This was 
only the start of what became a scene that has 
given my wife nothing but nightmares since she re-
turned on a horse she rode near to death. My wife 
and our son Wesley were separated in the carnage 
that unfolded as the people attacked by these 
monsters turned into monsters themselves. If any-
one finds Wesley, I do not have much money but 
I will reward you whatever I can. Please, I beg that 
one of the adventurers of Ilvaresh might lend us aid 
in finding our son and helping the people of Pelain.

The views and opin-
ions expressed by 

our freelance writers 
do not necessarily 
reflect those of the 

Mystic Quill.

Battles of the 
night

by Unreal

During last moon I 
was witness to a 

remarkable encounter of 
goblins. It was the dead 

of night after the witching hour and a group of 
goblins decided to wreak havoc across the lands. 
Four strong-willed goblins perished fast, but 
not before signaling their many companions from 
all around. The hoards slowly came to the call 
and were greeted by a troop of Silvermane and 
Claddagh members. The Claddagh members 
stayed out in the field defending the town while 
the Silvermane members killed a few, decided 
they were too small for them to deal with and 
withdrew to the inn. The two Claddagh mem-
bers and two new guests of the land were left to 

defend against the onslaught of the dark goblins 
performing hit and run tactics from the darkness. 
These guests were strange people from the 
west. One was silent and the other, who wanted 
to shrink people’s heads, spoke with a heavy ac-
cent. After two hours of non-stop combat they 
were able to fend off these angry goblins. What 
were they so mad about? As a message to all 
other goblins in the area, one was captured and 
had a word carved into his back to show his mas-
ter. They did not return that night. It seems that 
some more powerful people on the field deem it 
unnecessary to deal with small creatures, while 
other lower level heroes have a chance to be able 
to handle them in small numbers. I believe some 
need to learn that no matter how small the crea-
ture is, in numbers they can still inflict problems 
and damage to those that do not have the money 
to buy everything their silver hearts desire.

The views and opin-
ions expressed by 

our freelance writers 
do not necessarily 
reflect those of the 

Mystic Quill.

The Lord of Beasts 
is now prepared to 
march into Bris-
bane unhindered.

by Snivel Quickfeet

It is done!  The last 
boards have been laid!  

The bridge over the river Yengeth is complete 
and now there is nothing to stand in Bearskin-
ner’s way of conquering the lands to the east.  
People of the Barony of Brisbane, I have 

warned you and still I see no banners of Baron 
Constantine or his armies.  Are you not listen-
ing?  Are you not afraid of the might that the 
Beast Lord commands?  I do not know about 
you but from here I can see the might that is at 
your gates and it has a flag to thrust into the 
ground claiming all that is within his reach.  Be-
ware as this may be the last time I can write upon 
the goings on here as scouts now roam freely 
back and forth on both sides of the river banks.
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My studies of Dragons
by Ciruelo Cabral 

– Historian, Researcher, and Story Seeker
~ The Physiology of the Dragon ~

Dragons are homoeothermic reptiles.  In other 
words, they are warm-blooded creatures and 

their body temperatures are controlled internally/
they are not dependent on the warmth from the 
sun like other reptiles.  This characteristic enables 
them to adapt to different climates of their exten-
sive habitat, and maintain their activities both day 
and night throughout the year.  
Dragons are the largest known flying creatures.  
To maintain their enormous bulk in the air, their 

physical structures have had to be different from 
those of other reptiles.  First of all, Dragons 
generally have wings and hollow bones so that they 
can remain light in the air.  Their wing bones fit on 
broad shoulders that support the powerful wing 
muscles; these require an extraordinary articulatory 
system unseen in other animals.  
Despite what some people may think, Dragons do 
not have scales for their skin.  In fact, a Dragon’s 
skin is quite similar to the tough hide of an animal.  
The incredibly tough scale armor that you see is a 
collection of natural growths similar in nature to our 
fingernails.  However, unlike us and our fingernails, 
Dragons have the ability to make their scales stand 
up on end so that they can preen their skin under-
neath. Remember, Dragons are impeccably clean 
and often vain creatures, and they always take 
great care to keep their skin and scales immaculate.
These magnificent creatures live for a very long 
time.  There are records of dragons that have 
lived more than a thousand years, but there are no 
known cases of dragons that have died from old 
age.  Rather, dragons die from accidents, certain 
diseases, or as a result of the actions of their most 
relentless enemy: Man.

Appearing Next Month
~ The Psychology of the Dragon ~

The Calling 
Part 3

by Mirias Gosman
Continued from Issue #6...
We last left our heroine as she was hurlting through 
the zombie plague forest. She has been lead to a 
small farmhouse by the sound of mooing cows. And 
now, the memory continues...

The windows were all boarded up, no surprise, and 
there was a pseudo-moat encircling the premises.   

She knew that it was only a mere one or two feet deep 
but zombies were too stupid to figure that out and had 
yet to be spotted crossing over water. A small torch 
burned on the roof, a symbol of shelter, and shed a soft 
light across the clearing. The grass made no noise as 
she moved toward the rural dwelling, and an ear-split-
ting shriek pierced the night sky.  

Across the clearing a young maiden ran out of the 
forest. Her long dark hair trailed behind her as 
she fled in terror. She rushed to the girl’s rescue. 
She was fast, but no one could have gotten to her 
before two gargantuan hands reached out of the 
trees and seized her by the hair. Her helpless body 
rose ten feet in the air as a truly gruesome monster 
stepped out of the forest.
The fiend seemed to be all mouth and arms. 
Standing only four feet tall its arms were easily 
double that length and ended with huge hands 
gnarled and twisted by the evil that brings the dead 
back to life. Long and boney fingers were wrapped 
securely around the maiden’s waist. She kicked 
and screamed as she was turned upside down and 
lowered towards gnashing and grinding teeth...

To Be Continued...
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Classifieds

Wanted: Freelance Article Writers
The Mystic Quill is looking for talented writers to submit articles for pub-
lication. Articles must be at least 50 words to be considered and will be 

chosen based on content and quality. Writers whose articles are accepted 
for publication will be paid 1-5 silver depending on quality. 

For details on submission guidelines 
see back page.

Be it known
to all and sundry members of the Chivalry. Upon the mid of summer of the Year 

1010, the Tourney of the Midsummer Knights will be held within the confines of the 
town of Ilvaresh within the Principality of Novashan. This tourney will be d’amor and 

conducted afoot for the honour to be a Companion of the Midsummer Knight.
All members of the chivalry are invited to attend. More information will be 

forthcoming as the time draws nearer.
In service to Prince Duncan Belthshazar,

Sir Thomas Falconheart CMK
Knight of the Thistle

Wanted: 
Legends and stories of dragons to add to my collection.  Those with 

unique or especially intriguing stories will be paid handsomely. During 
the month of August, I will be studying at the library in Brenn.

- Ciruelo Cabral

Discovery!
 Ladies and Gentlemen, I wish to present you with 

an astonishing discovery.  Recently, an archaeological 
team uncovered tablets that dated 30,000 years past, 
and now, having painstakingly translated the text, I 

have gained knowledge of the genealogy of all the elves.  
Months and months of research went into this endeav-
or, and for a small fee I would be willing to rediscover 

someone’s past.  If interested, search for me at the Yard-
smith library, the fee is 1 Gold per day of research re-

quired to satisfy you.  This treasure trove of knowledge 
needs to be shared with the populace.  Ask for Scholar 
Theodore Curtis Randolf Norman Sebastien the III, of 

the brotherhood of the brown lily.



O U T  O F  G A M E
S e c t i o n

Dues collection will be in the parking lot
5pm-8pm Fridays

12noon - 6pm Saturday
12noon - 3pm Sunday

While you are encouraged to come and play during these 
times, there are other options for those who are only avail-
able after hours. You can now pay online by using PayPal. 
Or, on the field, you may locate myself (Jolene Naugle), Chad 
Naugle, or Paul Moran and let us know you need to pay your 
Kingdom Tax to be on the land. We all should have the means 
to get you taken care of on the field. If you are found on the 
field of play without making reasonable effort to pay your dues, 
you will be removed and asked not to come back until you 
have settled your dues, or made arrangements to do so.

Freelance Article Guidelines
As always, the Quill is looking for engaging, well-written articles from players to 

publish. 
- Must be at least 50 words long

- 1-5 silver may be paid for approved articles.
- We will be looking for articles that are well-written, well thought-out, and entertaining or 

interesting to read.
- Article must be written “by the player’s character.” The character’s name will be listed as 

the author, and payment will be issued to that character.
- Submit articles to GM1 and Mystic Quill Editor for approval (gm1st@kanar.org and mys-

ticquill@kanar.org).
- Not all articles submitted will be published, and it is not gauranteed that they will be pub-

lished in the issue immediately following submission.
- Theme Marshals and game staff that are required to submit articles are not eligible to be 

paid for submissions.
- Classified Ads are not considered for payment.


